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ABSTRACT

Nominations to the U.S. Supreme Court have sometimes been contentious, but nominations to seats on the lower federal courts were once routinely confirmed with little controversy. That is no longer the case. For nearly a quarter century, nominations to the federal circuit courts have been hotly contested. The result has been an extended period of Senate obstruction in which presidents of both parties have found it difficult to place judges on the federal circuit courts. The Senate has recently responded to this persistent gridlock by modifying its own institutional rules to facilitate a more streamlined, majoritarian confirmation process. This has not, however, solved the problem of Senate obstruction of circuit-court nominees during periods of divided government. In an era of heightened ideological conflicts, partisans might be tempted to take advantage of moments of unified control of the Senate and the White House to go further than streamlining confirmations to expanding the number of available judicial seats to fill. Rather than moving into a new era of routine judicial confirmations, the long period of confirmation gridlock could give way to escalating efforts at court-packing.

The politics of federal judicial appointments is as heated and as high-profile now as it has ever been in American history. For an important segment of both political parties, the federal courts have become a critical policymaking institution, and as a result both parties have been pushed to treat judicial appointments as an important political battleground.1 It is worth pausing to assess descriptively just how difficult it has become to place judges on the federal bench in the current age of party polarization and how the White House and the Senate have responded to the gridlock by seeking to ease the possibility of judicial appointments on a simple majority basis. In an era of heightened ideological conflict, partisans might be tempted to go further and take extraordinary measures to construct a politically pliable judiciary, a risky step in a climate of close partisan competition.
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Political scientists have long argued that courts are inevitably political institutions. They decide important questions of public policy, and they are constituted by political means. Federal judges might sit one step removed from electoral politics, but that is not enough to place them outside of politics. Voters, interest groups, and elected officials have not always been deeply motivated to focus their attention and energy on the courts, but courts have periodically taken the center stage of American politics.

The courts are the third branch of government laid out in the U.S. Constitution. While individual judges are made independent from the elected branches of government, the judiciary as a whole is largely made dependent on the goodwill of the legislature and the executive. The courts have been a political prize to be won and a lagging indicator of political success. Through that political influence, the effective constitutional rules of the political system itself are ultimately responsive to political currents. As Jack Balkin has noted, a party that can win the “constitutional trifecta” and control all three branches of government has enormous opportunities to reshape the political landscape. On the other hand, political coalitions that cannot win control of all three branches can find their policy ambitions frustrated by the many veto points in the American system.

Political parties can most directly shape the federal judiciary by placing judges on the bench. They can do that through the familiar process of selecting like-minded judges to fill vacancies, but they can also do that through the less-familiar process of increasing the number of vacancies to be filled by expanding the bench. The American political parties have periodically sought to create a friendly federal judiciary by creating more judgeships. As Justin Crowe has detailed, partisan and policy calculations have rarely been absent from congressional decision making on whether to expand or reorganize the federal courts. President Franklin Roosevelt’s ill-fated proposal for “judicial reorganization,” or less euphemistically “Court-packing,” like the Federalist Party’s lame-duck
judicial reform of 1801, became an infamous case of political overreach. The reaction to those efforts to manipulate the federal judiciary for partisan ends helped construct our “small-c constitution,” the norms and practices that bolster and extend the rules formally entrenched in our textual Constitution. We have taken the lesson of the Court-packing plan to be that elected officials should not push too hard to reshape the courts.

But what counts as “too hard”? In the summer of 1968, Chief Justice Earl Warren and President Lyndon Johnson tried to ensure that a Democratic appointee would succeed Warren, even as the Democratic presidential hopes in 1968 looked increasingly dim. Warren’s strategically timed retirement was called for a Democratic successor. The reaction to the Court-packing plan to be that elected officials should not push too hard to reshape the courts.
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out for the political ploy that it was, and even a Democratic-controlled Senate balked at confirming Abe Fortas as chief justice on the eve of the election, and so the seat fell to the Republican Richard Nixon to fill after the inauguration. On the other hand, the Democratic Party took advantage of their return to unified control of Congress and the presidency after Watergate to reorganize and expand the federal judiciary. President Jimmy Carter was somewhat unlucky in not seeing a Supreme Court vacancy during his one term of office, but thanks to Congress he was able to fill an unusually large number of seats on the federal circuit courts. As Figure 1 illustrates, the size of the federal judiciary has been increased in a series of steps over the decades since the New Deal. The most notable jump came when the Democrats unified government control with the election of Jimmy Carter. Since the 1980s, Republicans have been routinely charged with trying to “pack the courts,” not because they have been manipulating the number of available judgeships but because they have been unusually focused on the judicial philosophy of their nominees when filling routine vacancies.

The current political era has been remarkable not only because both parties have been focused on winning the constitutional trifecta and shaping the courts, but also because neither party has been particularly successful in doing so. In the past, these partisan battles over the federal judiciary have usually been decisively won by one side or the other. The Repeal Act of 1802 put an end to the Federalists’ “midnight appointments.” The Jacksonian reorganization of the courts gave the South a working majority on the bench. The Republican reorganization of the courts during the Civil War put the Court in a Northern hammerlock. The electoral success of the New Deal coalition smashed conservative obstruction in the federal courts.

Since the crack-up of the Democratic coalition in the 1960s, however, American politics has mostly been characterized by stalemate and gridlock.

---

Partisan rotation, divided government and happenstance have extended the fighting over the courts rather than allowing one side to simply claim victory. Republicans have been able to push the courts in a more conservative direction, but their relationship with the U.S. Supreme Court has been as much one of frustration as cooperation. Justice Antonin Scalia’s departure from the Court at the tail end of Barack Obama’s Administration and the likely prospects of a Hillary Clinton electoral victory might have been expected to finally tilt the balance of the Court and create a stable liberal majority, but late-term Republican control of the Senate and Clinton’s improbable defeat wound up extending the impasse.

With the Supreme Court in limbo, partisans turned their attention to the federal circuit courts. Presidential nominations to the lower federal courts had long been routinely confirmed. Circuit court nominations only occasionally found themselves mired in controversy. That has changed, and the change is no longer recent. Figure 2 lays bare the transformation, simply observing the percentage of nominations to the circuit courts made by each president that never resulted in a confirmed judge assuming a seat on the bench. The Senate obstructs presidential appointments to the lower federal courts primarily by refusing to act on those nominations rather than through up-or-down votes on the Senate floor. Nominations to the Supreme Court have traditionally been high enough profile to require active consideration by the Senate, but the lower profile nominations to the district and circuit courts can simply be ignored and allowed to languish.

Ever since the Monica Lewinsky scandal consumed the latter portion of Bill Clinton’s presidency, Senate obstruction of circuit court nominations has been at a record high. Before that, regardless of the administration or the partisan composition of the Senate, presidential nominations to fill circuit court vacancies would have been expected to end with Senate confirmation. Since the late 1990s, the odds of a circuit court nomination being confirmed have been little better than a coin flip.

For over a quarter century, the Senate has obstructed circuit-court nominations at a historically unprecedented rate. The new obstructionism reflects a shift in both presidential and Senate behavior. Figure 3 breaks down the nominations and confirmations by year of nomination from the Reagan administration through the Obama administration, showing that there has been substantial variation across presidential terms and also over time and presidencies. Beginning in the summer of 1991, the Democratic-controlled Senate dramatically slowed the pace of confirmations. With more than a year left in his presidency, George H.W. Bush found his ability to place judges on the circuit courts to be significantly reduced. No similar slowdown can be seen at a comparable point during Ronald Reagan’s second term of office, when he also had to deal with a Senate under the control of the opposite party. When the Republicans seized control of the Senate during the midterm election of President Bill Clinton’s first term of office, they initiated a similar

slowdown of the President’s circuit-court confirmations a year before he faced reelection. The Republicans allowed the pace of confirmations to pick up again after the President won reelection, but when confirmations again began to slow as a new election loomed, Clinton took the unusual step of blitzing the Senate with an unprecedented number of election-year and lame-duck circuit-court nominees. Although such a maneuver might have been expected to succeed if the same party controlled both the White House and the Senate, it was doomed to failure when the Senate was in the opposition’s hands, and the rate of failed nominations spiked. President George W. Bush entered office unusually prepared to send judicial nominations to the Senate, and sent many judicial nominations to the Senate relatively quickly. The Senate had traditionally been very accommodating to presidential nominations at the opening of a presidential term, but the newly Democrat-controlled Senate in this case was unusually obstructionist. The rate of confirmation has never recovered, and the remainder of both Bush’s and Barack Obama’s presidencies were characterized by high rates of failures. The number of unconfirmed nominations grew, and the number of confirmed judges shrank.
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Because of this unusual level of Senate obstruction, George H.W. Bush left a surprisingly small mark on the circuit courts. During his single term as President and aided by the 1978 judicial expansion, Jimmy Carter filled 50 percent more circuit court seats than did Bush. But Clinton, George W. Bush, and Obama also appointed fewer circuit court judges than would have been expected for two-term Presidents. The degree of Senate obstruction during this period is inflated a bit by the aggressiveness of the Presidents in making nominations (e.g., George W. Bush sent 50 percent more nominations to the Senate than did Ronald Reagan), but the overall effect has been to leave the courts understaffed and to reduce the number of judges that either Democratic or Republican Presidents could put into service.

The story of Senate obstruction of circuit-court nominations over the last several presidencies is only partly a story of divided government. The Senate and the White House have been controlled by different parties for a significant portion of the time since the final years of the Reagan Administration, but there have also been several periods of unified government. George H.W. Bush did not see a

---
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unified government during his single term of office, but Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, and Barack Obama all enjoyed years of same-party control of the Senate. Unlike the modern U.S. House of Representatives, the U.S. Senate has tradition-
ally allowed many avenues for obstruction by the minority party. Figure 4 emphasizes that while Senate obstructionism is greater during periods of divided government, there have also been some significant changes in these patterns. Prior to the Monica Lewinsky scandal and President Bill Clinton’s impeachment, senators mostly had not blocked opposite-party presidents when it came to circuit court nominations. Divided party control dampened the rate of Senate confirmations, but prior to 1998 even opposite-party Senates were relatively willing to confirm circuit court nominations. Since 1998, however, even same-party Senates have found themselves unable to confirm judges. When presidents have faced opposition-controlled Senates since 1998, circuit-court confirmations have been at a near standstill.

The growing willingness of senators to obstruct circuit court nominations has mirrored their willingness to express opposition to nominees in floor votes. Figure 5 tracks the percentage of floor votes on circuit court nominations that included votes cast against the nominee from the opening of the Reagan Administration through the first year of the Trump Administration. Although there were occasional controversies over judicial appointments during the Reagan presidency, most circuit court confirmations were mere voice votes without any recorded dissents. By the Clinton Administration, roll call votes became more common. Those roll calls allowed supporters to go on record with their support, but more importantly they allowed opponents to go on record with their opposition. Such negative votes have no practical consequence, but they can be valuable position-taking for constituents, interest groups, and donors.

The growing number of negative votes cast during successful confirmation roll calls indicate that senators are under increasing pressure to demonstrate their opposition, to “vote the right way” even when they are unable to block a nominee.
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Forced to go on record in a roll call, conservative senators feel obliged to vote against a liberal nominee, and liberal senators feel equally obliged to vote against a conservative nominee. It was not long ago that such votes only needed to be cast in the case of the occasional “controversial” nominee. But the number of apparently “controversial” nominees has been increasing with political polarization and the elevated salience of circuit court appointments. During much of the Bush and Obama Administrations, nearly half of the confirmed circuit court judges assumed the bench over the explicit objections of some of the senators. During the first year of the Trump Administration, every confirmation vote included votes cast in opposition. Moreover, during the last two presidencies, the opposition party has not simply mounted token opposition to nominees from the ideological wings. If some senators go on record in opposition to a nominee, nearly every member of that party’s caucus will similarly cast a nay vote. Notably, the heightened drama surrounding confirmation votes came primarily during periods of unified government, when the majority was capable of ushering judges through the Senate despite opposition. During divided government, the opposition has simply refused to allow nominees to reach the floor for a vote.

Entering the twenty-first century, the Senate had become increasingly dysfunctional on the question of circuit-court confirmations. The increased political salience of lower-court judicial appointments intersected with growing political polarization in the Senate (as well as in the House).\(^\text{25}\) Minority obstruction of judicial confirmations through withholding blue slips and threatening filibusters might not have had much staying power if a significant component of the two parties overlapped ideologically.\(^\text{26}\) Finding a path to 60 votes for cloture might have been manageable if the more liberal wing of the Republican Party and the more conservative wing of the Democrat Party were largely in agreement and shared a similar perspective and electorate. That is no longer the case. The distribution of senators is now distinctly bimodal. The gap between the Republicans and the Democrats is substantial. Moreover, the ideological distance that would need to be travelled to get to 60 votes is now very large. The 115th Congress elected in 2016 is representative of the recent ideological polarization in Congress, and as Figure 6 shows there is a yawning gap between the Republicans and Democrats. If senators vote their sincere preferences on judicial nominees, there is little possibility of any notable judicial candidate winning bipartisan support.


Note: The figure shows the number of Republican and Democratic senators occupying a given point on an ideological spectrum ranging from very liberal on the left to very conservative on the right. Vertical lines represent 60th member needed for cloture vote from right and left ends of the ideological spectrum. For Democrats to put together 60 votes in the Senate, for example, they would need to sway senators near the ideological center of the Republican caucus.

For either party in the current Senate, constructing a filibuster-proof majority requires reaching far into the ideological center of the opposite party. That is simply a bridge too far. It is possible that the threat of minority obstruction might lead the President to moderate his judicial nominations and seek compromise candidates who could command 60 votes, but in the current environment it is not clear that any such compromise candidates exist. Requiring presidents to sell a judicial candidate to something close to the median senator of the opposition party would risk losing significant numbers from their own party and would negate

much of the significance of winning either the White House or majority control of the Senate.

Given that political reality, it is no surprise that the Senate has instead moved to rein in the ability of the minority party to obstruct judicial confirmations. In 2013, the Senate Democrats under the leadership of Harry Reid nuked the filibuster option on circuit court nominees in order to facilitate the ability of President Obama to fill judicial vacancies when his own party controlled the Senate, and the President swiftly took advantage of the new rules. When the Democrats lost the chamber as a result of the 2014 elections, judicial confirmations largely ground to a halt. The current Republican move to curtail the ability of individual senators to use the blue slip to hold up nominees is the natural follow-up to Reid’s effort to streamline the confirmation process. The Senate is now able to confirm circuit-court judges on a primarily majoritarian basis, which largely eliminates the need for appealing to the minority party and should effectively return judicial confirmations to the operational norms that held sway until the last decade of the twentieth century—at least when the same party controls both the White House and the Senate.

The question now is what comes next? The Senate is presently able to confirm judicial nominees when the same party controls both the White House and the Senate, returning us to an efficiency that would have been familiar for most of the twentieth century. President Donald Trump has benefitted from the new rules under Majority Leader Mitch McConnell in much the same way that Barack Obama did under Majority Leader Harry Reid. Judicial nominees made with the same party controlling the Senate have been confirmed, at least until a presidential election year. But election years were a difficult time to move judicial nominees through the Senate even before the 1990s.

There is no reason to think, however, that the Senate will be able to return to twentieth-century norms when we have a return to divided government. The recent rule changes have allowed the Senate majority to work around obstructionist minorities, but party polarization will mean that few judicial nominees will be satisfactory to a Senate controlled by the opposition party. Senators might be moved by a desire to have a fully functional federal judiciary, an expectation that their own party will benefit in the long-run if Senate majorities are willing to confirm judges nominated by opposition presidents, or a renewed sense that partisan differences in judicial philosophy are not so consequential in the lower courts. But recent experience is not encouraging. Will a Senate controlled by the opposition party refuse to seat circuit-court nominees at the beginning of a presidential term in the same way that it has recently refused to seat those nominees at the end

of a presidential term, or will presidents be able to enjoy a brief honeymoon even when working with the opposition party? Would a Senate willing to allow vacancies to accumulate in the lower federal courts rather than confirm a judicial candidate advanced by the other party’s President be similarly willing to allow a vacancy to sit on the U.S. Supreme Court, not just for a period of months but for a period of years? Presidents have sometimes had difficulty filling a Supreme Court vacancy near the end of their term, but the Senate has not completely blocked the President from filling seats on the Supreme Court since Andrew Johnson fell out with congressional Republicans over Reconstruction. Will a party with unified control of Congress and the White House eventually take the advice of their most zealous partisans and create additional judgeships to maximize their temporary advantage, and perhaps even expand the size of the Supreme Court itself? If so, battles over control of the federal courts could reach extremes not seen since the Civil War.

Over the past several presidencies, both parties have escalated the conflict over appointments to seats on the circuit courts. Each side has blamed the other, while taking an additional step of its own not merely to continue the fight but to compound it. Conflict that could once be expected on extreme occasions has become routinized. For the majority, delay became a standard means for killing nominations. For the minority, filibusters and the refusal to return blue slips became normalized measures for obstructing even the most mainstream of presidential nominations. When Senators in the minority were not able to quash a nominee entirely, they have been expected to cast symbolic votes against the nominee. While obstruction and dissent could once be expected at the end of a presidential administration, it can now be expected throughout an administration. Both parties feel justified in doing whatever is necessary to advance their favored nominees and block their disfavored nominees, not only because they can point to a history of grievances in which the other side did the same but also because every nominee in an age of polarization seems like an extremist to the opposite party. Both sides are convinced any steps taken to ratchet down the conflict will only result in unilateral disarmament and reward the other party for its bad behavior.

The norms and practices of the small-c constitution are ultimately sustained and enforced by political means. If extreme obstruction in the Senate proves to be a winning electoral strategy, then senators will engage in more of it. If presidents are able to hold senators accountable to the electorate and voters are willing to punish senators for obstructing judicial nominees, then senators might return to the old ways and once again vote to confirm judges nominated by the other party. If proposals to manipulate the size of the federal judiciary so as to create more

seats for a friendly president to fill are electorally costless at worst, then the courts will be made into a partisan plaything. Thus far, it would appear that senators are politically rewarded for going to the mat on circuit-court confirmations. Their electoral base and activist supporters expect nothing less.

It will be difficult enough to preserve the independence and authority of the courts in the current politically polarized environment. It will be far more difficult if senators cannot find a way to allow judicial selections favored by their opponents to take a seat on the bench and insist that the only acceptable court is a partisan court. Political leaders on both sides of the partisan aisle need to recognize that the escalation of partisan conflict over the judiciary will ultimately only serve to damage the courts.32 Proposals to pack the courts by altering the size of the judiciary and suggestions that Senate majorities should deny opposition presidents the ability to appoint judges on the bench are subversive of basic constitutional norms that have worked over time to prevent a constitutional crisis.33

In the absence of a decisive electoral victory that would allow one side to claim the spoils of the judiciary, the country might be better served by Congress exploring how to deescalate the conflict rather than ratchet it up. For example, rather than expanding the size of the federal judiciary so as to temporarily pack the courts with allies, Congress could institutionalize bipartisanship on the circuit courts by creating an expectation that each circuit contain an equal number of Republican and Democratic judges and allow each side to fill its half of the bench with its own favorites. If there are no consensus nominees, there could at least be a consensus institutional design that gives each party half a loaf and allows the judiciary to function.

Senators have the capacity to paralyze the government and allow the judiciary to sink into ineffectiveness if they resolve to hobble rather than cooperate with presidents with whom they disagree. Perhaps in extreme cases such refusal to cooperate on the basic functioning of the government is justified, as when Congress and the President battled over the fate of the nation in the 1860s. It is rather more difficult to imagine justifying crippling conduct when the disagreements are less severe and the stakes less monumental. The constitutional system functions best if the formal rules are supplemented by a robust set of norms and practices that deter government officials from using all the political weapons at

their disposal.\textsuperscript{34} We should be cautious not to allow the prospect of short-term political gain to lead us into actions that could threaten the long-term blessings of constitutional order.